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Let’s practice some more!

a. Bernard ______ my best friend. (+)

d. Katy ______ a famous singer (+)

i. This cat ______ so cute! (+)

a. ______ is really nice. (this computer)

d. ______ like eating pizza. (Me)

h. Is ______ beautiful in your opinion? (Joy)

Ex: He is a smart guy. (Isaiah)

i. ______ is a professional dancer. (Aline)

b. ______ Chris and Drew brothers. (?)

e. I ______ late! (-)

h. ______ lions  fearless? (?)

c. Are ______ tall? (you and Cordelia)         

j. ______ is a funny man. (Jim)

j. California ______ located in Canada. (-)

1 ▪ Complete the sentences using the corresponding personal pronouns.  
Attention at the words in the parentheses.

2 ▪ Fill the gaps with the correct form of the verb to be.

b. ______ isn't a veterinarian. (Caroline)

e. Are ______ on a TV show?! (Michel and I)

f. ______ aren't so beautiful! (Model group)

g. ______ am happy. (Me)

Ex: Roger isn't a good teacher. (-)

c. My girlfriend and I ______ getting married this year. (-)

f. You ______ a good driver. (+)

g. Stan ______ a professional (-)

Exercises▪▪▪
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Let’s practice even more!

Exercises▪▪▪

So so. He is not so good.

g.________________________________________________?

i.________________________________________________?

f.________________________________________________?

Yes I am. How can I help you?

No I ain't. I am just a co-worker.

h.________________________________________________?

No, she isn't. She is single.

Hum... no. I think this pencil belongs to the teacher.

Yes she is. She is a top model!

c.________________________________________________?

d.________________________________________________?

No you aren't. You are very boring.

Yes you are! You are accepted!

Certainly! He is extremely intelligent!

e.________________________________________________?

j.________________________________________________?

a.________________________________________________?

Respect the verb to be and personal pronouns.

Yes it is. It's a very big animal. 

b.________________________________________________?

3 ▪ Create questions for the answers below. 

                Yes I am. I play the guitar.
Example:  Are you a musician?
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